REISSUE

1. INFORMATION FROM "DED".

2. RETRANSMISSION OF A MESSAGE GIVING VIEWS OF NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENTS ON A PENDING MEETING BETWEEN "CAPTAIN" AND "BOAR".

From: NEW YORK
To: MOSCOW
No.: 1312

14 Sept 1944

To VIKTOR

Further to our no. 723

According to GRUJNP:THEB:SE[B][EDI][ED][III] words, the chairman of the Slav. Congress KRZYCKI [KSHITSKII][7 groups unrecovered]

No. 731.

[Continued overleaf]

Distribution

TOP-SECRET

BRIDE
taking into consideration the reason for the refusal, which I consider incorrect. [a]

No. 732
13th September

I repeat the telegram requested [b]:

"In a talk with IDD [ЯЗ'] [v] a correspondent of the "Baltimore Sun" Paul V.,RD completely confirmed what BUMBLEBEE [ШМЕЛ'] [vi] said in regard to the principal aim of CAPTAIN's [К.П.И.Т] [vii] meeting with BoRI [К.П.И.Т] [viii], adding that CAPTAIN also intends to discuss the question of India [4 groups unrecovered].

Joseph BIRD [БЕРД] a correspondent of the "Washington Star" said roughly the same thing to TOCD, an employee [c] of the EDITORIAL OFFICE [РЕДАКТСИЯ] [ix].

No. 717.

To SEMEN.

Your no. 60 [ii]. The loss of documents etc. "

BORIS [x]

T.N.: [a] In the Russian it is clear that it is the refusal which is considered incorrect.

[b] In the following passage "BORIS" has arisen in its entirety message no. 717 (which probably did not yield to decipherment) and the opening words of no. 713. The original transmission of these messages was under external serial no. 1291 of 9th September 1944 [8/35/P/7515].

[c] Given in the plural in error in the original.

Comments: [i] VIKTOR: probably Lt.-General P. M. PITIN.

[ii] Not available.

[iii] DED: Evgenij Dmitrievich KISELEV.

[Continued overleaf]
[v] YAZ': Simon Samuel I. PEGUR.
[vi] ShMEL': Walter LIPPMJN.
[vii] KAPITAN: Franklin D. ROOSEVELT.
[viii] KABIN: Winston S. CHURCHILL.
[x] BORIS: the MIB cipher clerk in NEW YORK.
	Possibly Aleksandr Pavlovich SAFPISIN.